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Abstract. Emotion categorization can be the process of identifying dif-
ferent emotions in humans based on their facial expressions. It requires
time and sometimes it is hard for human classifiers to agree with each
other about an emotion category of a facial expression. However, machine
learning classifiers have done well in classifying different emotions and
have widely been used in recent years to facilitate the task of emotion cat-
egorization. Much research on emotion video databases uses a few frames
from when emotion is expressed at peak to classify emotion, which might
not give a good classification accuracy when predicting frames where the
emotion is less intense. In this paper, using the CK+ emotion dataset
as an example, we use more frames to analyze emotion from mid and
peak frame images and compared our results to a method using fewer
peak frames. Furthermore, we propose an approach based on sequential
voting and apply it to more frames of the CK+ database. Our approach
resulted in up to 85.9% accuracy for the mid frames and overall accuracy
of 96.5% for the CK+ database compared with the accuracy of 73.4%
and 93.8% from existing techniques.

Keywords: CK+ · Emotion categorization · K-nearest neighbors · Ran-
dom Forests · Sequential vote · Video-frame

1 Introduction

Significant effort has been made in developing emotion classification methods for
human facial expressions. This is driven by the increasing number of intelligent
systems where it is important to approximate an emotional state of mind, so as to
improve their interaction with humans. Thus, emotion categorization becomes an
increasingly important area of research in computer vision [1] [2] as classification
from facial expression is so far the most readily available way to estimate states
of emotion.
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Emotion recognition is a common field of study. Here, we made the distinc-
tion between emotion recognition and emotion categorization as we contend that
it is not possible to know the underlying emotion of a person because it can be
superficially manipulated, e.g. bluffing in poker or business interactions.
Evidence has shown that human beings are not good at classifying emotion [3–
5]. An image that will be classified to have a particular emotion by one person
might be classified to have a different emotion by another person. This is due to
the different perspectives we all have as a result of variation in neurobiological
processes [6]. On the other hand, machine learning classifiers have done well in
categorizing emotion when appropriate features are provided to the classifiers.
Researchers have used various methods to analyze emotion from posed and non-
posed visual datasets[7] [8]. A posed dataset is generated by capturing the picture
of participants in a controlled environment based on instructions given to them
by an experimenter. Alternatively, datasets with non-posed expressions are cre-
ated without instruction where labeling is post stimuli by “emotion experts”1.

The CK+ database [9], which is mainly based on posed expressions, is chosen
to be used as an example of an emotion video database. As the videos in the
CK+ database have already been converted to image frames, this made it readily
available to be used compared to other emotion video databases such as the
DISFA [10] and FAMED [11] dataset, etc., in which the videos will need to be
converted to image frames. Overall, the CK+ database has a total of seven classes
of expressions, which comprise of the 6 basic (anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise) emotions defined by Ekman [12] plus contempt expression.

The CK+ database does not label frames as “peak” i.e. where the emotion is
most vividly expressed. However, the term peak is often applied to frame(s) in
this dataset. A number of researchers use the last frame [13][14] whereas others
use the last three frames as peak frames [15] [16]. Much research on the CK+
dataset uses a subset of the available frames where the emotion is considered
at peak. This is anticipated to make the associated technique less effective in
categorizing frames where the emotion is not expressed at peak.

The aim of this research is to use multiple frames of the CK+ database to
analyze emotion labels from different image frames and compare our approach
to that using just peak frames. Also to improve accuracy, a sequential voting
technique that performs voting on each sequence of the video frames based on
the prediction made will be applied.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains how peo-
ple use video frame images for emotion categorization research using the CK+
database as an example. In Section 3, we explain the properties of the CK+
database and its emotion categories. In addition, we also explain our proposed
method and introduce a sequential voting approach. Section 4 compares the use
of more emotion video frames to fewer peak frames and shows the effectiveness
of the sequential voting approach. In Section 5, we further discuss the obtained

1 People that are trained in emotion categorization. These people labeled these
databases based on the assumption that people smile when happy, frown their faces
when sad, and scowl when anger irrespective of their age, race, and ethnicity.
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result and highlight the shortcomings of the applied method. In Section 6, we
conclude the paper and hint at certain limitations that could be addressed in
future studies.

2 Related Work

Happy and Routray [17] proposed an approach based on Support Vector machine
(SVM) multi-class classification. The face in each image is first detected followed
by landmark detection of the region of interest such as the eyebrow corners, nose,
eyes, and the lips corners. Also, active patch locations are defined with respect
to the location of this landmark. All active patches are evaluated in the training
phase and the ones with a maximum variation of features between the expressions
are selected. A SVM multi-class classifier is used to classify the selected features
after they are being projected into six different lower-dimensional (from 192 x
192 to 48 x 48 pixels) subspace on the CK+ database. The last images of every
sequence of the six basic expressions where the expression is at its peak were
selected resulting in a total of 329 images and the result was evaluated based
on voting out two of the six different dimensions using 10-fold cross-validation,
which lead to an accuracy of 94.09%. Although the CK+ has seven different
facial expressions, Happy and Routray chose to analyze emotion from only six
out of the seven expressions of the CK+ database as they consider the six basic
expressions to be universal.

In contrast to [17], Elaiwat et al. [15] used all the seven expressions plus
neutral provided by the CK+ database. They proposed an approach based on
Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) on the CK+ dataset in which voting is
performed in the validation phase. Three image pairs were constructed from each
of the 327 labeled sequences of the CK+ database in which the first image corre-
sponded to neutral and the remaining two images corresponded to the strongest
expression of that particular expression. Each image pair from the constructed
pairs voted for one of the seven expressions and the expression class with the
highest number of votes was considered to be the expression of the sequence.
10-fold cross-validation was used in the evaluation process, which leads to an
accuracy of 95.66%. Surprisingly, the time it takes the method of Elaiwat et al.
to train on a single epoch was significantly lower compared to the current-state-
of-the-art approach as the training phase had been done off-line.

Similarly, Kim et al. [16] also used three frames from each sequence to ana-
lyze emotion labels from the CK+ database. They proposed an approach based
on a hierarchical deep neural network. The first network performs feature ex-
traction using a convolution neural network (CNN) whereas the second method
extracts changes to the features and learns to identify all the six basic emotions.
Adaptive weighing function is used to combine the result of the two features for
the final result. Like [15], Kim et al. also used 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate
their result and have achieved an accuracy of 96.46%. Unlike [17], the proposed
method used dynamic features as opposed to static features and at the same
time utilized a dual network instead of a single network.
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Thus, all of the work by [15] [16] [17] used fewer frames than available of
the CK+ database where the emotion is expressed at peak. However, a model
trained with fewer frames where emotion is only expressed at peak might not
perform well in recognizing frames where the emotion is not expressed at peak.
Besides, peak expressions are rare in everyday life [18]. Therefore, we aim to
address the issues of using fewer peak frames by using more frames of the CK+
database and compare the robustness of the two different approaches.

3 Methods

3.1 Dataset

In this research, we used the CK+ dataset [9] which is an extended version of the
Cohn-Kanade database that was released in 2000 [19]. The CK+ was developed
due to certain limitations on the CK dataset, including but not limited to non-
validated emotion labels, lack of common performance metrics to evaluate new
algorithms, and also the non-existence of a standard protocol for a common
database.

Fig. 1. Sample expressions from the CK+ database. Note that majority of the images
from the videos are black and white

In the CK+ database, a sample of 201 adults between the ages of 18-50 years
that comprises of 69% female, 13% Afro-American, 81% Euro-American, and
6% from other groups were recorded using AG-7500 cameras. A series of 23
facial displays were instructed to the participants by the experimenter. Certain
participants smile to the experimenter between the task, which are also included
in the dataset and as a result, the CK+ does not only contain posed but at
the same time, few non-posed expressions. Fig. 1 shows examples of expressions
from the CK+ database. As not all images in the CK+ database are labeled,
only the labeled images are used. The image sequence in the CK+ varies from 10
to 60 frames starting from neutral to peak expressions and a total of 593 labeled
sequences from 123 subjects.

3.2 Hardware specification

A Dell computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.2GHz processor, uti-
lizing Windows 10 Education and 15.8 GB usable RAM is used in this research.
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3.3 Proposed Methodology

There are several important factors such as resolution, illumination effects, and
intensity of expressions to consider when classifying human facial expressions
[20] [21]. They are considered to be important because they are the primary
information stored within pixels.
Visual inspection of randomly selected frame sequences lead to the decision to
use the second-half of the frames for training. Thus, in this research, the second-
half of frames from each sequence of the CK+ database are assigned the emotion
label of the sequence. In cases where the number of frames is odd, the value of
the least succeeding integer is taken. For instance, we assign disgust to frames
starting from 6 to 11 in a given sequence where the number of frames is 11 and
the decoded emotion is disgust as illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Sample usage of the CK+ database. Note that the last-half of the frames of
the CK+ are referred to as the taken frames, the first taken frame is referred to as the
mid-level frame, the last taken frame is referred to as the peak-level frame, the last
three frames preceding the peak-level frame are considered to be the fewer frames and
finally, all frames between the mid-level frames and peak-level frames are referred as
more frames of the CK+ database.

Figure 2 shows example changes of image frames of the CK+ database from
neutral to peak expressions and also shows how the CK+ database is used in
this research. Henceforth, we will refer to the first taken frame of each sequence
where the emotion is not expressed at peak as the mid-level frame and the last
taken frame of each sequence where the emotion is expressed at peak as the peak-
level frame. As we aim to use more frames, all frames between the mid-level and
peak-level frames are used for training a particular model.

To compare the advantage of using more frames over fewer frames, the last
three frames before the peak-level frames of each sequence where the emotion
is at peak are also used for training a separate model. After that, both models
trained using more frames and fewer peak frames are tested with both mid-level
and peak-level frames in the first experiment.

Fig. 3 represents the flow chart of the novel method. Blocks represented in
the flow chart are explained in this section.
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– Pre-processing: Emotion labels were converted to integers and image pixel
values to an array. Normalization has also been performed on the pixels of
the raw images as a pre-processing technique to normalize all pixel values
between the range of [0, 1] to enable fast computation.

– Feature-extraction: Many machine learning algorithms can accomplish the
task of image classification [22] [23] [24], however, all algorithms require
proper features for conducting the classification. In this research, image color
information is split into three different (RGB) channels as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Flow of the novel method.

Furthermore, since most of the video frames of the CK+ database are in
grayscale, we know that all the RGB channels should have the same value.
Therefore, to avoid having redundant features, two feature vectors of only
the red (R) channel are extracted from each image. The first feature is the
mean whereas the second feature is the standard deviation of the R channel.
These features are later used for the classification of the images.

– Classification: After feature extraction has been performed on the data, both
features extracted from mid-level and peak-level frames are classified by mod-
els train on more and fewer peak frames. Thereafter, in order to reflect gen-
eralized performance on the data, stratified 10-fold cross-validation is used
to test the performance of the model before applying the voting technique.

3.4 Machine Learning Classifiers

Random Forest (RF) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) are used in this research.
RF is chosen to be used in this research because it is an ensemble technique that
is averaged over many trees. Therefore, it has a higher chance of achieving a
higher classification accuracy compared to other machine learning classification
techniques such as decision tree (DT) that explore fewer decision boundaries
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[25]. KNN is chosen to be used due to its simplicity as it requires no explicit
training phase. Another reason why the algorithms are chosen to be used is
based on their promising performance obtained in the research of [26] and [27]
respectively.

Random forest is an extension of the decision tree (DT) algorithm [28], which
uses control conditional statements to predict an outcome. It constructs multiple
DTs during training and merges them into a single forest [29] [30]. The goal is to
rely on a collection of decisions from the multiple constructed DTs to improve
accuracy [31]. The algorithm does not allow overfitting trees in the model, so
maintains the prediction accuracy over a large proportion of data.

The K-nearest neighbor is often referred to as a lazy learner because it does
not learn from the training data. In KNN, objects are classified based on the
plurality vote of their neighbors [32].

3.5 Sequential Vote

The sequential voting (SV) process is a conditional statement, which is performed
based on what the majority of images in a given sequence are predicted to be.
Since the CK+ database is a database of mainly posed video converted to image
frames, it is assumed that all images in a single video sequence belong to a single
class. Label flickering is a common problem that occurs in video classification.
It is an unusual change from the actual frame label to a different frame label
that occurs when predicting the same sequence of video frames. The sequential
voting is performed to reduce the possibility of label flickering occurring.

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of how SV is performed on a single sequence
predicted by a classifier. If the mode (i.e. the most common label) of a particular
sequence is more than one, the sequence label remains unchanged. Otherwise,
all images in that sequence are assigned the same label as the mode.

Algorithm 1 Sequential Voting Algorithm.
1: Get image sequence
2: Get predictions from algorithm

Begin
For each sequence i

3: Find mode of predicted sequencelabel
4: if len(sequencemode) > 1 then
5: continue
6: end if
7: if len(sequencemode) = 1 then
8: sequencelabel = mode
9: end if

return sequencelabel

Most research on the CK+ database is performed either on the six basic
emotions or six basic emotions plus contempt expression provided by the CK+
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database. For the sake of comparison, results are presented using both six basic
expressions and also 6 basic plus contempt expression provided by the CK+
database.

4 Results

Table 1 shows the percentage accuracy obtained after testing a model trained
with fewer frames with mid-level and peak-level frames of the CK+ database.
The overall accuracy of 72.5% has been achieved when tested with mid-level
frames whereas an accuracy of 93.3% has been achieved when tested with peak-
level frames.

While the model trained with fewer frames is not able to achieve an accuracy
of more than 83% on any of the classes when tested with mid-level frames, an
accuracy of not less than 89% has been achieved on all classes when the same
model is tested with peak-level images.

A k value of one is used for the KNN algorithm and the algorithm is de-
terministic on the CK+ database. Unlike KNN, as the RF algorithm is not
deterministic, results achieved by the RF algorithm are presented with upper
and lower bound with a 95% confidence interval.

* refers to mean accuracy across all categories in Table 1 and 2. In the
expression section of Table 5, An represents anger, Di represents disgust, Fe
represents fear, Ha represents happy, Sa represents sadness and Su represents
surprise expression.

Table 1. Percentage of correctly classified classes by model trained on fewer frames
and test with mid and peak level images using KNN

Testpoint Anger Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprise

Mid-level 79 75 68 83 71 59

Peak-level 100 90 92 96 89 93

∗Mid− level =72.5%, Peak-level = 93.3%

Table 2 shows the percentage accuracy obtained after testing a model trained
with more frames with mid-level and peak-level frames of the CK+ database
respectively. An accuracy of 85.8% has been achieved when tested with mid-
level frames whereas the achieved accuracy is up to 92% when the model is
tested with peak-level images.

Although the accuracy achieved by the model trained with more frames is
lower when tested with mid-level frames compared wıth the achieved accuracy on
peak-level frames, the achieved accuracy is up to 13.3% higher than the accuracy
achieved when the same frames are predicted by the model trained with fewer
peak frames of the CK+ database.

In addition, the accuracy achieved in all the classes in Table 2 when predic-
tions are made on the mid-level frames by a model trained with more frames is
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Table 2. Percentage of correctly classified classes by model trained on more frames
and test with mid and peak level images using KNN

Testpoint Anger Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprise

Mid-level 93 86 88 93 82 73

Peak-level 98 86 84 94 100 90

∗Mid− level =85.8%, Peak-level = 92%

higher than the accuracy achieved in all the classes in Table 1 when the same
mid-level frames are predicted by a model trained with fewer peak frames.

Table 3. Accuracy obtained from predictions on mid-level and peak-level images made
by model trained on more and fewer frames

Algorithm Classes No. of training images Testpoint Accuracy

RF
6 basic 927

mid-level 68.9±0.3
peak-level 90.2±0.3

KNN
mid-level 72.5
peak-level 93.3

RF
6 basic +
contempt

981

mid-level 70.5±0.3
peak-level 90.6±0.2

KNN
mid-level 73.4
peak-level 93.8

RF
6 basic 2132

mid-level 79.9±0.2
peak-level 90.0±0.3

KNN
mid-level 85.5
peak-level 92.0

RF 6 basic +

contempt
2205

mid-level 81.1±0.2
peak-level 89.5±0.2

KNN
mid-level 85.9
peak-level 92.4

Table 3 shows the accuracy achieved by KNN and RF when the prediction is
made on mid-level and peak-level images by both model trained with more and
fewer frames. While the models trained on fewer frames are trained with less
than a thousand images, more than two thousand images are used to train the
model with more frames. Based on these results, the accuracy achieved by KNN
is higher than the accuracy achieved by the RF algorithm in all of the cases.

From the results obtained, it can be seen that the use of fewer frames
achieved only a slightly better accuracy when predictions are made on peak-level
frames. However, a linear regression analysis predicting accuracy by Testpoint
and Framesize resulted in a significant difference.

Table 4 presents the regression results of the statistical test performed. The
test is performed after getting the result of 30 runs of each case when the mid-
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level and peak-level frames are classified by two different classifiers trained on
fewer and more frames of the CK+ database. The test is performed across 120
samples using the Least Squares method. The Accuracy is used as the dependent
variable across Framesize and Testpoint as independent variables.
Framesize species whether the model is trained with more or fewer frames and
Testpoint indicates whether the classier is used to classify mid-level or peak-level
frames.

Table 4. Regression Results

Coefficient P [0.025 0.975]

Intercept 0.6889 <.001 0.687 0.691

C(Testpoint) 0.2127 <.001 0.209 0.216

C(Framesize) 0.1079 <.001 0.105 0.111

C(Testpoint):C(Framesize) -0.1207 <.001 -0.125 -0.116

Adjusted R2 0.994

F-statistics 6769

AIC -862.0 BIC -850.8

As can be seen from Table 4, a p-value of p <.001 of the t-statistic of the
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method shows that the result obtained by the
model trained with more frames was significantly better than the result obtained
by the model trained with fewer frames specifically in the case of predicting the
mid frames. Also, the overall effect size of 0.553 has been found for the factor
Framesize.
These results suggest that the use of more frames provides a better performance
compared wıth the use of fewer peak frames. Consequently, in order to apply
sequential voting, we assigned all second-half (taken) frames of each sequence
the emotion label of the sequence (see Fig. 2) in the second experiment.

Table 5 shows the accuracy achieved by RF and KNN from six basic emo-
tions both before and after the sequential voting is performed. It can be seen
clearly from the table that the result obtained after the sequential voting pro-
cess increases the overall accuracy by 6% and 5.5% in RF and KNN algorithms
respectively.
The accuracy in each class has also increased after the sequential voting. The sad
class has seen the most increase with up to 8%, from 92% to 100%. This hap-
pens because most of the image frames in the sad class sequence are predicted
correctly by the classifier and as a result, the sad class sequence always appears
to have a single mode which the voting algorithm uses to correctly change the
label of the wrongly predicted frames.

Table 6 shows results achieved on CK+ database both before and after SV
using KNN and RF algorithms. Surprisingly, before the SV is performed, the
accuracy achieved by KNN is higher than the accuracy achieved by RF on both
six basic and six basic plus contempt expression. However, after the SV, the result
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Table 5. Prediction accuracy on six basic emotions of the CK+ database before and
after sequential voting (+SV)

Algorithms
Expressions

RF RF + SV KNN KNN + SV

An 94 99 94 98

Di 88 95 90 93

Fe 90 96 92 95

Ha 95 98 95 98

Sa 92 100 93 99

Su 84 91 85 93

Standard dev. 0.18 0.21 0.0 0.0

Average acc. 90.5±0.1 96.5±0.1 91.5 96.0

achieved by RF surpasses the result achieved by KNN on six basic emotions and
equivalent to the result achieved by KNN on six basic plus contempt emotional
expression.

Table 6. Sequential voting result from the CK+ database

Method Classes Accuracy

RF 6 basic 90.5±0.1

RF + SV 6 basic 96.5±0.1

KNN 6 basic 91.5

KNN + SV 6 basic 96.0

RF 6 basic + contempt 90.6±0.1

RF + SV 6 basic + contempt 96.2±0.1

KNN 6 basic + contempt 91.5

KNN + SV 6 basic + contempt 96.2

5 Discussion

This study set out with the aim of assessing the importance of using more frames
of an emotion video database to categorize emotion from different image frames.

In reviewing the literature, many studies [15] [16] [17] are found to be using
fewer frames of the CK+ database where the expression is at peak to predict
emotion labels. Several other studies [13][14] recently conducted on the CK+
database using the state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms were also found to
be using fewer (typically final frames) than the available frames of the CK+
database. While a high accuracy result is obtained on peak-level frames when
fewer peak frames are used to train the model, the results were not very en-
couraging when the same model is used to predict emotion labels from mid-level
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frames. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use more varied
frames of sequential video images to predict emotion.

The model trained with more frames achieved an accuracy of up to 1.3% and
1.4% lower than the accuracy achieved by the model trained with fewer peak
frames when the prediction is made for peak-level frames on the 6 basic and 6
basic plus contempt expression. However, the overall performance of the model
is significantly better than that of the model trained with fewer frames.

RF algorithm has seen the strongest increase in accuracy when SV is applied
in comparison to the result the algorithm achieved as SV increase the result with
up to 6% and 5.6% compared to the increase of 4.5% and 4.7% on 6 basic and 6
basic plus contempt expression when the same SV technique is applied to KNN
algorithm.

Overall, these results indicate that the application of SV to reduce label
flickering increases the categorization accuracy achieved by both RF and KNN
algorithms.

Several reports [33] [34] have shown that the state-of-the-art deep learning
algorithms take a very long time, ranging from hours to weeks to train on facial
expression datasets even using Graphical Processing Units (GPU). We also know
from our previous work [26] that deep learning methods such as the residual
neural network (ResNet) takes over an hour to train on the CK+ database. Thus,
compared to these state-of-the-art approaches, the evidence presented thus far
supports the idea that our approach achieved a considerably lower execution
time. It takes between 5.0 ± 0.04 to 5.4 ± 0.01 seconds to compute the result of
the CK+ database when tested on both more frames and the sequential voting
technique respectively.

Based on the results obtained, we can say that here, we have set a sub-
standard for other researchers on how to use video-frames with facial expressions
to perform emotion classification research based on emotion labels.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposed an approach to use more, over fewer, peak frames where
emotion is expressed at peak to analyze emotion classes in the CK+ database.
We have compared our approach to an approach using fewer peak frames and
have achieved a better accuracy result when the prediction is made on mid-level
images. We have also found that the use of more frames to train the model
gives a significantly better performance compared to when fewer peak frames
are used. Furthermore, we have shown that performing sequential voting on the
results obtained by RF and KNN classifiers increases the accuracy further.

This study is carried out on posed emotion video frames images of the CK+
database and therefore despite these promising results, questions remain on
whether the same technique could be used on non-posed emotion video-frames as
well as on other datasets. Future work should, therefore, apply this new approach
to non-posed and other emotion video datasets.
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